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1. Introduction:  Machining: Basic principle, purpose, definition and requirements  
 
2. Geometry of cutting tools:  
   1. Geometry of single point turning(shaping, planning and boring) tools in ASA, ORS  and NRS 
systems---1 2. Conversion of tool angles from one system to another by graphical and vector 
methods---2 3. Geometry of drills and milling cutters---1  
 
3. Mechanism of machining:  
1. Chip formation mechanism, yielding and brittle fracture, chip reduction coefficient, cutting ratio, 
shear angle and cutting strain--- 
1 2. Built-up edge formation, cause, type and effects, orthogonal cutting and oblique cutting--- 
1 3. Machining chips: types and conditions, chip formation in drilling and milling  
 
4. Mechanics of machining:  
1. Purposes of determination of cutting forces and basic two approaches, cutting force components 
in ORS and Merchant’s circle diagram--- 
1 2. Determination of cutting forces, analytical methods, measurement--- 
1 3. Dynamometers, construction and working principles of strain gauge type and piezoelectric 
crystals type turning drilling, milling and grinding dynamometers---1  
  
5. Cutting temperature:  
1. Heat generators and cutting zone temperature, sources, courses and effects on job and cutting 
tools, role of variation of the machining parameters on cutting temperature--- 
1 2. Determination of cutting temperature by analytical and experimental methods--- 
1 3. Control of cutting temperature and application of cutting fluids (purpose, essential properties, 
selection and methods of application) ---1   
  
6. Cutting tools-failure, life and materials:  
1. Methods of failure of cutting tools mechanisms, geometry and assessment of tool wear--- 
1 2. Tool life, definition, assessment and measurement, Taylor’s tool life equation and it’s use--- 
1 3. Cutting tool materials, essential properties, characteristics and applications of HSS, 
carbide(uncoated/coated), ceramic, diamond and CBN tools  
 
7. Broaching and grinding:  
1. Modes and mechanisms of chip formation, selection and application--- 
2. Grinding forces, surface roughness and wheel life 
 
8. Machinability and machining economics:  
1. Machinability (and grind ability), definition, assessment, improvement and evaluation of optimum 
cutting velocity and tool life 
 
9. Machine tools  
Introduction: 1. Purpose of use , definition and general features of machine tools--- 
1 2. Generatrix and Directrix and tool – work motions in different operations of conventional 
machine tools 



 

 
10. General constructions function of machine tools : 
 1. Major components and their functions in lathes ; shaping , planning and slotting machines ; 
drilling machines and melting machines 
 2. Machining operations and application of the common machine tools and their way of 
specification  
 
11. Automation and classification: 1. Purposes, degree, type and economy of machine tool 
automation; broad classification of machine tools 
 
12. Kinematic structure of machine tools : 1. Kinematic structure of centre lathe ,shaping, planning 
and slotting machine 
2. Kinematic structure of drilling ( column /radial) and milling machines, capstan lathe, turret lathes 
3. Kinematic structure of single spindle automatic lathe, by hydraulically driven machine tools , 
hobbling machine and gear shaping machine---1 13. Control of speed and feed machine tools : 1. 
Need of wide ranges of speeds and feeds , and machine tool drive---1 2. Design of speed, gear box, 
speed layout,  gear layout, ray diagrams , gears and spindle---1 3. Control (selection and change ) of 
feed in centre lathes and by hydraulically driven machine tools---1  
  
 
14. Machining time:  
1. Estimation of time required for various operations like turning , drilling , shaping , milling and gear 
teeth  generation 
 
15. Computer numerical controlled machine tools :  
1. NC and CNC system ; purpose, principle , advantages , limitations and application in machine 
tools--- 2 2. Basic features and characteristics  of CNC , lathes , milling machines etc, machining 
centres and FMS with reference to construction, advantages and application--- 2  
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